Enzyme-free ligation of dimers and trimers to RNA primers
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ABSTRACT

The template-directed formation of phosphodiester bonds between two nucleic acid components is a pivotal process in biology. To induce such a reaction in the absence of enzymes is a challenge. This challenge has been met for the extension of a primer with mononucleotides, but the ligation of short oligonucleotides (dimers or trimers) has proven difficult. Here we report a method for ligating dimers and trimers of ribonucleotides using in situ activation in aqueous buffer. All 16 different dimers and two trimers were tested. Binding studies by NMR showed low millimolar dissociation constants for complexes between representative dimers and hairpins mimicking primer-template duplexes, confirming that a weak template effect is not the cause of the poor ligation properties of these short oligomers. Rather, cyclization was found to compete with ligation, with up to 90% of dimer being converted to the cyclic form during the course of an assay. This side reaction is strongly sequence dependent and more pronounced for dimers than for trimers. Under optimized reaction conditions, high yields were observed with strongly pairing purines at the 3′-terminus. These results show that short oligomers of ribonucleotides are competent reactants in enzyme-free copying.

INTRODUCTION

The transmission of genetic information in the cell involves the formation of phosphodiester bonds between a primer and nucleotide building blocks, directed by a template sequence. The synthesis of the complementary strand is called ‘copying’, and two rounds of copying produce a full replica of the original genetic polymer. The enzymatic version of the copying reaction, catalyzed by polymerases, is well known (1), but simpler versions of this process, directed solely by intermolecular forces and chemical reactivity also exist (2). In most instances, enzyme-free genetic copying was studied in an attempt to re-enact what may have happened in the prebiotic phase of evolution, using either DNA or RNA templates. Still, important questions remain open as to how this process may have led to an early version of replication (3,4).

The most likely nucleic acid to have undergone polymerase-free replication is RNA, and the term ‘RNA world’ has been coined to describe a scenario, in which this biopolymer acted both as genetic material and as biocatalyst (5–7). The RNA world hypothesis assumes that the transmission of genetic information in a prebiotic world was driven by RNA replication, rather than replication of DNA, today’s prime carrier of genetic information in cells. The hypothesis is corroborated by the activity of ribozymes with activity in polymerization, ligation, and splicing, as well as other findings that suggest that a ribonucleotide-based system was an early precursor of today’s biochemistry (8–12).

The most pristine form of genetic copying is enzyme- and ribozyme-free copying, i.e. copying in the absence of any biopolymer catalyst. This form of copying is not found in the cell today, but it has been observed experimentally in vitro, using activated nucleotides. The simplest version of this process is oligomerization of activated ribonucleotides on a template (13–15). The more common version is template-directed primer extension, which starts from an existing template-primer duplex or hairpin (16–20). In either case, the activated ribonucleotides have organic leaving groups at their 5′-phosphates, rather than the pyrophosphate leaving group of polymerase substrates. Under typical reaction conditions, elongation of strands takes hours or days, unless modified primers and/or nucleotides are used (21,22). Further, yields are often low (4,23), and the partial hydrolysis of monomers makes it difficult to copy longer sequences (24), unless primer and template are immobilized and spent monomers are removed periodically (25).

Non-enzymatic ligation of RNA strands on a template is a method for copying genetic information via a ‘block condensation’ approach. If performed with a short splint strand, rather than a long template, the chemical ligation is a method for synthesizing longer RNA constructs in enzyme-free fashion. Early experiments on chemical ligation were performed by Naylor and Gilham. In 1966, they...
reported the condensation of two hexathymidilates to the corresponding dodecaglycynucleotide in the presence of polyadenylic acid as template (26). Later, non-enzymatic replication systems were reported using modified (27) or unmodified, triplex-forming DNA (28). However, the ligation of RNA strands was found to be low yielding in many sequence contexts. Shabarova et al. found that both cyanogen bromide- and carbodiimide-induced ligation reactions are lower yielding for RNA than for DNA (29). Successful, but often incomplete chemical ligations using either of these reagents or cyanogen imidazole were later reported by Sawai (30,31), and Damha for DNA dumbbell ligations involving a ribonucleotide (32), as well as Sutherland for oligoribonucleotide ligations with acetylated species (33). Slow reactions of diphosphates and imidazolides of oligoribonucleotides had been found by Szostak et al. (34), and the same group recently reported that the ligation of pre-activated trimers is 100-fold slower than that of monomers (35). This low reactivity is quite surprising, as the template effect should be stronger for oligomers than for monomers, and the bond forming mechanism should be the same.

We became interested in studying enzyme-free ligation of short RNA strands because we recently found reaction conditions that induce the simultaneous oligomerization of ribonucleotides and primer extension with monomers (36). The oligomerization produces a statistical distribution of chain lengths, and not just a primer and a single template, and it is interesting to ask whether all strands produced in the process can be part of a self-replicating system. This prompted us to ask whether very short sequences, namely dimers and trimers, would react under the reaction conditions mentioned above, which also support ribonucleotide-induced peptide chain formation (37) and the formation of cofactors from nucleotide precursors (38). If so, the results may help to bridge the gap between oligomerization of monomers and copying with prebiotically plausible strand mixtures. Further, a methodology for ligating RNA strands would also be useful for practical applications, including the synthesis of circular RNA (39), labeled siRNA (40), modified mRNA (41) and functional nanostructures (42,43).

Here we present the results of enzyme-free template-directed ligation of each of the 16 possible dinucleotides at the 3′-terminus of a primer, B and B′ are nucleobases.

Figure 1. Enzyme-free template-directed ligation of a dinucleotide at the terminus of a primer; B and B′ are nucleobases.

**Table 1**

Table showing dinucleotide sequences and their corresponding reaction yields.

**Materials and Methods**

**General**

Anhydrous solvents were from Sigma/Aldrich/Fluka (Deisenhofen, Germany), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), VWR Chemicals (Darmstadt, Germany), or Acros (Geel, Belgium) and were stored over molecular sieves. Methoxytrimethylsilane was from TCI (Zwijndrecht, Belgium). The controlled pore glass (cpg) for RNA synthesis loaded with the 3′-terminal nucleoside (80 mg, 2.5 mol%) was from Waters (Eschborn, Germany). The cpg was connected to two syringes. The cpg solution was flushed out via the syringes, and the cpg was treated with Deblock solution for 2 min via the syringe.

**Dinucleotides**

The following protocol is for 1ag and is representative. Dinucleotides were synthesized manually, using columns for automated synthesis connected to two syringes. The cpg loaded with the first guanosine nucleoside (80 mg, 2.5 μmol loading) was placed in the synthesis column and was then treated with Deblock solution for 2 min via the syringe. The solution was flushed out via the syringe, and the cpg was...
washed with dry MeCN (2 mL). The phosphoramidite solution for the adenosine building block (0.12 M in MeCN, 0.4 mL, 20 eq) was mixed with Activator solution (0.4 mL, 40 eq), the mixture was added to the cpg and was allowed to react for 20 min with mixing via the syringes every 2 min. The solution was removed and replaced by a fresh coupling mixture of the same phosphoramidite and Activator. The second coupling was again performed for 20 min to ensure high yields. The cpg was washed with MeCN (2 mL), followed by capping with a mixture of Cap A and Cap B solutions (2 mL, 1:1, v/v) for 1 min. The cpg was washed with MeCN (2 mL), and the phosphate linkage was then oxidized with Oxidizer solution (3 mL), added over the course of 3 min, followed by washing with dry MeCN (2 mL). The DMT groups were removed with Deblock solution for 2 min. A second coupling cycle was performed with Chemical Phosphorylation Reagent without capping, otherwise following the same protocol. The cpg was removed from the column, dried at 1 mbar for 15 min, and was then treated with concentrated aqueous ammonia (1 mL, 30%) for 16 h at 50°C. The supernatant was collected, and the cpg was washed with water (3 × 1 mL). The combined aqueous solutions were freed of excess ammonia with a gentle flow of nitrogen, directed onto the surface of the solution, for approx. 1 h. The remaining solution was then lyophilized, producing a colorless solid. The partially protected dimer was dissolved in triethylaminetrihydrofluoride 98% (50 μL, 900 μmol, 450 eq) for 10 h at 25°C. Remaining fluoride was quenched with methoxytrimethylsilane (260 μL), leading to a precipitate after 10 h. If the precipitation was incomplete, acetone (50 μL) was added to induce further precipitation of the desired dinucleotide. The supernatant was removed, and the solid was washed with a cold solution of NaClO4 in acetone (50 mM, 3 × 500 μL). The crude product was dried at 0.1 mbar for 3 h, dissolved in water and lyophilized. Purification on a C-18 SepPak cartridge (1.0 g) involved rinsing the cartridge with MeCN (2 mL), desalinated water (20 mL), and brine (0.25 M NaCl, 5 mL). The dimer (2 μmol) was dissolved in brine (0.25 M, 250 μL) and loaded on the cartridge, followed by washing with brine (0.25 M, 5 mL) and water (5 mL). The dimer was eluted with MeCN (5% in H2O, 6 mL). Fractions (1.5 mL) were analyzed via UV absorption. The fractions containing the dimer were collected and lyophilized. Dimers were analyzed by 1H- and 31P-NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-TOF MS, and yields were determined by UV absorption. Yields ranged from 25 to 50% for the different dimers. The synthesis of trimers followed similar procedures, except that the first coupling step was followed by a second coupling step, which was then followed by the phosphorylation. A list of yields, as well as analytical data can be found in the Supplementary Information.

**Ligation**

The following protocol is for the ligation with dimer 1ag and is representative. A polypropylene vessel was rinsed with aqueous ammonia (25%) and dried at 80°C for 1 h. Stock solutions of oligonucleotides in deionized water were added to the vial to give concentrations of 40 μM primer (3) 60 μM template (5uc), 60 μM helper (8) and 2 mM dimer (1ag) in the final volume. The strands were annealed by heating to 80°C for 10 min and cooling to room temperature in 20 min. Then, a stock solution of cold condensation buffer (2.5-fold concentrated) and water were added to give the final volume of 10 μL, with the following concentration of buffer components: 500 mM MOPS, 150 mM 1-EtIm, 80 mM MgCl2 and 800 mM EDC. If necessary, the pH was adjusted to a value of 6.0 using 10 M NaOH or 20 M HCl. Ligation was allowed to occur at 4°C for at least 7 days and was monitored by drawing samples (0.7 μL) after stated intervals that were analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, as described below. Primer extension with monomers or trimers in condensation buffer followed the same procedure.

**Kinetics of cyclization**

Cyclization of dinucleotide 1aa was monitored via MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry during primer extension assays in condensation buffer. The ratio of signal intensities of the dimer 1aa and the cyclic dimer cyc-1aa, with its lower mass, were plotted over time. The rate constant of cyclization was determined by fitting the equation $y = y_0 \exp(-kt)$, where $y$ is the fraction of dimer, $k$ is the rate constant and $t$ is time, to the experimental data, for a first order reaction. The same procedure was applied to determine the rate constant of cyclization for trimer 2aaa.

**Mass spectrometry**

Mass spectra were measured on Microflex MALDI-TOF spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics) with a N2 laser (337 nm), using the Flex Control software in linear negative mode. For samples with a mass higher than 1000 Da, the laser was set at 70% of its maximal intensity. One spectrum was the sum of 200 laser shots at 1.5 Hz frequency. For target compounds with a mass lower than 1000 Da, laser intensity was dropped to 50%, with a frequency of 2 Hz and accumulation of 150 shots. Aliquots of assay solutions (0.7 μL) were desalted with the ammonium form of cation exchange resin Dowex 50 WX8-200 in 25 μL volume for 20 min. Sample of 0.5 μL were dried on the MALDI target, and a mixture (0.4 μL) of matrix and co-matrix solutions (0.3 M trihydroxyacetophenone in EtOH, and 0.1 M aqueous ammonium citrate; 2:1) was placed on the spot. Analysis was performed on the [M–H]− ions.

**RESULTS**

Figure 2 shows the sequences employed in our study: Either dinucleotides with a 5′-terminal phosphate (1) or trimers with a 5′-terminal phosphate (2) were employed. The ligation experiments with dimers were performed in two different sequence contexts, using either primer 3 or primer 4, and combined with either template 5aa–5uu or template 6aa–6uu, where the two letters indicate the sequence of the two templating bases in 3′ to 5′ direction. All 16 different dinucleotides 1aa–uu were prepared by manual solid-phase synthesis with chemical phosphorylation of the 5′-terminus, as described in the Materials and Methods section, and were obtained in pure form after cartridge purification. Analytical data are listed in the Supplementary Information.
Figure 2. Sequences and ligation reactions studied.

Figure 3. MALDI-TOF mass spectra from ligation assays (A) with dimer 1gg and the duplex of 3 on template 5ge, or (B) with dimer 1cg on template 5gc after 16 days at 4°C. Conditions: 10 mM dimer, 40 μM primer, 44 μM template in half-concentrated condensation buffer (250 mM HEPES, 400 mM EDC, 75 mM 1-ethylimidazole, 40 mM MgCl2 at pH 7.5). No further conversion was observed after longer reaction times.

The two trimers tested, 2aaa and 2ccc were prepared similarly, using solid-phase synthesis with 2′-TBDMS protected phosphoramidites.

We reasoned that in situ activation would overcome the difficulties with preparing and handling activated strands. We chose the system shown in Figure 2A for the initial experiments. The starting point for the optimization of the reaction conditions was the ‘General Condensation Buffer’ described by Jauker et al. for primer extension with monomers (36). This is an aqueous buffer containing EDC as water-soluble carbodiimide, 1-ethylimidazole (1-EtIm) as organocatalyst, MgCl2 and HEPES. In some experiments, a two-fold diluted version was used to lower the likelihood of side reactions between the strands and the condensing agent. Further, a short downstream-binding strand dubbed ‘helper’ (8) was added to provide additional stacking interactions to the incoming dinucleotide (45). In the strand system of Figure 2B, this was tetramer 9. The short helper strands bind transiently and are readily removed in washing steps, when immobilized templates are used (25). Finally, we tested either room temperature or 4°C as reaction temperature, the latter to favor binding of the dimer to the template.

While monomers had been employed at a concentration of 50 mM, dimers were employed at 10 mM. Ligation was monitored via MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Except for reactions with 1gg, extended primers were found to have only slightly lower desorption and ionization yields than 3, as shown in calibration plots with representative synthetic control sequences (Supplementary Figure S18, SI). The four different dimers of the sequence NG, where N is any of the four nucleotides (A, C, G or U), were tested. Figure 3 shows a representative spectrum. Mass spectrometry does not provide information on whether a 3′,5′- or 2′,5′-diester has been formed, but it is reasonable to assume that either of two hydroxy groups of the 3′-terminus of the primer can attack as nucleophile. The maximum conversion, observed after a reaction time of one week or more, was between 9% for 1ug and 46% for 1cg. So, significant but not quantitative extension was found with the initial buffer composition. Because the highest conversion yield was not far from yields for extension with pre-activated monomers, such as OAT-CMP (24), this finding suggested that dinucleotides are indeed suitable for ligation with in situ activation. Still, optimization of the reaction conditions was called for.

Binding strength of dimers

First, we studied the binding equilibrium between dimers and templates to ascertain whether higher concentrations may be required for high yielding ligations. Two different methods were employed. The first used hairpins 13aa/ag (Figure 4) as models for primer–template duplexes and chemical shift changes in NMR spectra upon addition of the dimer to measure binding of the dimer 1cu or 1uu. The NMR-based methodology has previously been established for studying the analogous binding equilibrium for...
monomers (24,46). Representative NMR data are shown in the Supplementary Information. Using this method, dissociation constants of 2 mM (13aa/1uu) and 5–8 mM (13ag/1cu) were found (Supplementary Figure S19, SI). In the latter case, two independent titrations over different concentration ranges were performed. Compared to the $K_d$ values for monomers UMP (500 mM) and CMP (20 mM) determined in a similar hairpin system (46), these values are one to two orders of magnitude lower, confirming the gain in affinity expected for the second nucleotide.

The second method tested the inhibitory effect of unactivated dimer on the ligation of a pre-activated dimer to estimate binding strength. A similar approach has previously been used by us to measure the binding of monomers (46). Figure 5 shows kinetics for ligation with the oxyazabenzo-triazole (OAt) ester 14ag, which had been prepared from 1ag and HOAt, as described in the Supplementary Information. In the absence of inhibitor, ∼15% conversion to 10ag was observed. Upon addition of half an equivalent of 1ag, the yield dropped, and it dropped further, when a full equivalent of the inhibitor was added in a subsequent assay. At 5 mM concentration of 1ag, no ligation product was detectable, indicating <2% conversion to the extended primer or >90% suppression of the reaction at 2.5 equivalents over 14ag. There is too little conversion for a full quantitative treatment (46), but the available data are consistent with the conclusion that the dissociation constant for the complex of the strands with 1ag must be $\leq$1 mM. This value is smaller than the ones obtained in the hairpin system, as expected for binding in the interior of a longer sequence with a neighboring helper strand, rather than to the dangling residues of a hairpin. Further, 1ag contains two pyrimidines that will stack better than the two pyrimidines of 1uu. We also note that the upper limit of the $K_d$ value is similar to the dissociation constants of 0.2 mM recently reported by Szostak et al. for a derivative of a dinucleotide (GpppG) binding to a primer:template duplex (48).

Taken together, the affinity study confirmed that the additional nucleotide of dimers adds at least one to two orders of magnitude to the binding constants known for monomers (46), particularly when additional stacking interactions with a helper strand are accessible. For the assays of Figure 2 this means that the occupancy of the ligation site at low millimolar concentrations of dimers will usually be at least 50%. This is so high that there is little reason to work at a concentration higher than 10 mM for the dimer starting materials. Rather, other parameters affecting the ligation reaction seemed more promising targets for optimization.

**Optimization of reaction conditions**

To this end, we performed a screen of reaction conditions using template/primer combination 5ac/3 and 1ug, a dimer sequence poorly incorporated in unmodified General Condensation Buffer, giving just 9% conversion after one week. The results of representative assays are shown in Figure 6 and Table 1. First, the pH was varied. An improvement in primer conversion was found when the pH was adjusted to 6.0, i.e., conditions that favor protonation and thus the electrophilicity of the carbodiimide condensing agent. Second, tetramer helper 8 was added to provide stacking interactions downstream of the ligation site (49), as mentioned in the context of the binding study, above. The additional short strand induced a modest increase in yield. Downstream-binding strands can also suppress secondary structures in the template that interfere with primer extension (50).

A significant improvement resulted from lowering the temperature. At 4 °C, the conversion reached twice the value measured at room temperature, possibly because cold temperatures favor binding and reduce hydrolysis of carbodi-
imide and activated species. Another significant increase in conversion was found when the buffer salt was changed from HEPES to MOPS, i.e. a compound whose $p_K_a$ is better matched than that of the former and that does not contain a hydroxy group, which may exhibit reactivity toward active species. A further screen revealed that omitting the buffer salt entirely further improved the yield slightly, leading to 71% conversion after 7 days at 4 °C. In the absence of a buffer, the pH usually shifts to more basic values over time, favoring formation of phosphodiesters, but disfavoring activation with EDC. For most subsequent assays, we opted for the version with MOPS as buffer to ensure a stable pH. Overall, at the end of the optimization study, the ligation of 1ug to primer 3 was 7-fold higher yielding than under the initial, unoptimized conditions.

Effect of dimer sequence

We then turned to testing the effect of dimer sequence on the ligation reaction. For this, the full set of 16 different dimers (1aa–uu) and the primer–template combination 6aa–uu/4 was used (Figure 2B). The yield of primer extension was found to strongly depend on the dimer employed. Figure 7 shows a MALDI-TOF mass spectrum for ligation of dimer 1cg with two strongly pairing bases. Even though this is a self-complementary sequence, which may suffer from partial self-pairing of the dimer, a high-yielding reaction was observed with minimal side reactions with the excess of the electrophilic carbodiimide. Figure 8 shows kinetics for four representative dimers, including two that performed well (1gg and 1cg) and two that gave much less conversion (1uc and 1au).

Table 2 lists the conversion determined mass spectrometrically for any of the 16 different ligation substrates on their corresponding templates. Extension yield at the end of the assay varied from 3% for 1uu to 83% for 1ug. The average yield for the four dimers with an A residue at the 3′-terminus was 28%, whereas the same value was 19% for those terminating in a C, 68% for those terminating in a G, and just 14% for those with a U as 3′-terminal base, even though the concentration of the dimers had been raised to 5 mM in this case. So, there is a clear order in the observed conversion with 3′-G > 3′-A > 3′-C > 3′-U. For the 5′-terminal base, the average value for the four dimers with an A was 23%, for those with a 5′-C it was 31%, those with a 5′-G it was 34%, and the dimers with 5′-terminal U gave 42% conversion on average, resulting in the order 5′-U > 5′-G ≈ 5′-C > 5′-A.

The dimer with the most weakly pairing 5′-base and most...
strongly pairing 3′-base (1ug) sticks out as the best ligating sequence. The combination of two weakly pairing bases (1uu) gave the poorest performer.

That the ligating efficiency depends on the sequence and not just the number and type of base pairs can also be seen from the results for isomers in Table 2. For example, 1aa with its 3′-terminal purine is ligated more than four times more efficiently than its isomer 1au with the more weakly pairing pyrimidine terminus. Likewise, 1ga ligates poorly, but the ligation of 1ag, with the strongly pairing G at the 3′-terminal position gives more than four-fold higher conversion. For two strongly pairing bases, the situation is similar but less pronounced, so that 1gc ligates a little less than two-fold more poorly than its isomicer sequence 1cg (28% versus 65%).

To shed more light on the issue and to study the ligation on a broader range of substrates, two different trimers (2aaa and 2ccc) were tested in ligation assays on templates 7uun and 7ggg (Figure 2C). These were employed at lower concentrations because it was assumed that they bind more strongly to the primer/template/helper complex than their dimer counterparts. As shown in the last three entries of Table 2, at 1 mM concentration, 2aaa ligated to primer 4 giving a conversion of 41%, i.e. approx. twice as high a yield as for the corresponding dimer 1aa employed at twice the concentration. When the concentration was lowered further, to 0.1 M 2aaa, the yield dropped. When trimer 2ccc with its more strongly pairing cytosine bases was employed at 0.1 mM concentration, the ligation gave 59% conversion of the primer at the end of the assay. Again, this is a very significant increase over the 13% conversion measured for 1cc. Together, these results confirmed that longer sequences ligate more readily than dimers under the optimized reaction conditions.

Cyclization of dimers and trimers

As mentioned above, the results of Table 2 suggested that there is an effect that cannot be explained by the base composition of dimers and trimers alone. There appeared to be a competing process that interfered with ligation more readily for some sequences than for others. Symmetrical pyrophosphates or oligomerization products, side products known from assays with monomers (38) were not detected to a significant extent in mass spectra, probably because of the lower concentration of dimers in our assays. Instead, analysis of the low-mass region of mass spectra showed a peak with 18 Da lower mass that grew in intensity over the course of the assays, as well as another side product with a mass 2 Da higher than the dimer starting material (Supplementary Figure S21, SI). While the identity of the latter is currently unclear, the former was identified as the cyclic dimer, most probably resulting from the nucleophilic attack of the 3′-hydroxy group of the dinucleotide added on the activated form of the 5′-phosphate. We cannot exclude that cyclic dimers with a 2′,5′-linkage form, but consider it less likely than the formation of cyclic dimers with 3′,5′-linkages only, due to the slower rate expected for cyclization to 13-membered rings. A cyclization of dinucleotides was previously observed by Ferris when studying the oligomerization of AMP on montmorillonite in presence of EDC (51).

The MALDI-based kinetics of the formation of the cyclic side product, which should be unable to undergo template-directed ligation, is shown in Figure 9 for 1aa and 1aaa. The cyclization is higher yielding for the dimer, and less pronounced for the trimer with its larger, entropically more difficult-to-fold ring. This size dependence may help to explain why others saw lower yields with methylimidazolides of dimers than the corresponding trimers (35) and why ribozyme-catalyzed coping in a eutectic phase was more successful with trimers than with dimers (52).

While cyclization is a reaction that interferes with the ligations studied here, it is noteworthy that cyclic dinucleotides have biological significance as signaling molecules (53). This includes cyclic diguanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP) and cyclic oligoadenylates that are second messengers, act-
Competition experiment

In a final set of experiments, we tested a more complex mixture, containing a mixture of both CMP as monomer (20 mM) and dimer 1cg (2 mM) as reactants for the extension of primer 3 on template 5gc. The monomer was employed at ten-fold higher concentration than the dimer to compensate somewhat for poorer binding. Figure 10 shows the kinetics of primer extension for either of the two reaction channels. Dimer 1cg is incorporated to a larger extent than the monomer 1c, resulting in an eightfold higher yield of the ligation product. This result confirms that even though monomers react well when they are present as the only reactant, dimers can outcompete them under proper in situ activation conditions. This is significant for prebiotic scenarios that produce mixtures of strands, rather than just monomers as reaction partners for primer extension.

DISCUSSION

The ligation of DNA strands is a common process in molecular biology and in the cell, but the ligation of RNA strands is not. While DNA ligases are widely used to link strands, RNA ligases are rare (55). Even during the early studies on enzyme-free ligation, it was noted that for the same sequence and condensing agents, the yields were higher for DNA than for RNA (29). In contrast, enzyme-free primer extension with monomers works well for ribonucleotides reacting with RNA primers (2), but poorly, if at all, for deoxynucleotides extending DNA primers (56). It was unclear why this is. The intrinsic reactivity of the functional groups involved, namely the hydroxy groups of ribose or deoxyribose as nucleophile and the activated phosphate of the other reacting strand, should be the same for monomers and longer strands. So, other factors must govern the rate of the ligation reaction.

Naively, one would expect the reactivity of short oligomers to be between that of monomers and longer strands. When we started studying the ligation of dimers, the results showed a reactivity lower than that of both monomers and longer oligomers, in agreement with the findings for pre-activated monomers and trimers (35). The synthesis of pre-activated dimers proved difficult, prompting us to adopt an in situ approach for preparing 14ag. The main reason for this was the lability of the activated species, a phenomenon not observed for either monomers or longer strands. It was only later that we realized that cyclization was a significant side reaction for dimers and trimers (Figure 9). Rules for the cyclization of small organic molecules (57) and for long duplex DNA (58) exist, and cyclic tetramers and octamers had been found as relevant species in oligomerization assays (59), but for the 12- and 18-membered rings formed upon cyclizing dimers and trimers we considered the entropic barriers high enough to make cyclization insignificant compared to template-directed ligation (Figure 11).

Our results now show that this assumption was not correct. Further, the results from the inhibition study indicate that well binding dimers make efficient inhibitors. Overall, the competition between the different nucleophiles (primer terminus, dimer terminus and water) for the electrophilic phosphorus of the activated phosphate may account for the low yields. The strong dependence of ligation yield on the 3′-terminal nucleobase of dimers (Table 2) corroborates this. Well pairing and well stacking nucleobases at this position favor high yielding ligation, probably by efficiently anchoring the dimer terminus on the template, whereas weakly pairing and weakly stacking bases do not, favoring cyclization instead (shown indicated by the red arrow in Figure...
11). Without in situ (re)-activation, too little reactive 5’-phosphate may exist that drives the desired ligation reaction.

While cyclization provides a plausible explanation to the low reactivity paradox (dimers and trimers being less reactive than either monomers or longer oligomers), it does not explain why RNA ligations are lower yielding than DNA ligations. In their early study mentioned above, Dolinnaya, Shabarova and colleagues suspected that local structure plays the dominant role (29). While these authors wrote of the proximity of the reacting groups, we suspect that the governing factor is the conformational equilibrium between the productive and possible unproductive pentavalent intermediates that result from the nucleophilic attack of the hydroxy group at the primer terminus on the activated phosphate. We have previously found that even for the more reactive amino-terminal primers two different steps can be rate-limiting (60). The first is probably the initial nucleophilic attack. But, if the attack of the nucleophile does not occur in an in-line arrangement with the leaving group, a Berry pseudorotation of the intermediate may be required. This pseudorotation that then puts the leaving group in the mandatory apical position may be harder to perform for reactants in RNA duplexes because they lack the conformational flexibility of DNA duplexes. As for our ligations, a strong dependence on sequence and hence local structure is known for the hydrolysis of RNA. Hydrolysis and ligation are related, and conformational constraints that slow down ligation may be similar to those that limit the rate of hydrolysis in DNA duplexes.

Independent of the mechanistic details, our results now show that very short sequences (dimers and trimers) that are hard to ligate can be successfully employed in enzyme-free copying reactions. The key to this appears to be the proper in situ activation conditions. If hydrolyzed reactants do not turn into inhibitors, but can undergo re-activation by the insitu activation approach is easy to implement, relying on commercially available components only and a single synthetic transformation. When the labile activated species is formed in situ, handling and purification losses are also avoided. The optimized protocol described here may therefore become useful for solving related problems in RNA biotechnology that require the ligation of RNA strands in difficult settings.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, our results show that dimers and trimers can be ligated to primers on RNA templates with an optimized combination of condensing agent and organocatalyst at slightly acidic pH. With or without MOPS buffer, unactivated dimer building blocks, which are shown to be potent inhibitors are (re)-activated and react with primers, mostly in acceptable yields. The sequence dependence of the yield, as well as direct spectrometric observation, indicate that cyclization plays an important role as side reaction in the ligation of dimers and, to a lesser degree, trimers. How easily cyclization occurs strongly depends on the 3’-terminal nucleobase. Weakly pairing pyrimidines favor cyclization, strongly pairing and stacking purines favor ligation. Our results thus provide a basis for choosing the right sequence and reaction conditions for ligation short strands, and help to rationalize why nature performs transcription with mononucleotide building blocks only, avoiding dimers with their more complex reactivity.
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